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Background



Making a Case for the Black Digital Humanities (2016)

· The printed word is no longer the primary medium of knowledge production or distribution
· Digital tools increasingly used to study human culture and society require rich digital collections
· In the United States [and Canada], Black writing is underrepresented in digital collections
· The digital humanities are unable to equitably serve Black studies or interpret Black experience

This project is grounded in the writing of Kim 
Gallon, Associate Professor of History at 
Purdue University. She argues that “...the 
project of recovering lost historical and 
literary texts should be foundational to the 
black digital humanities.”



Making a Case for the Black Digital Humanities (2016)

“Technology of recovery”
“Recovery rests at the heart of Black studies, as a scholarly 
tradition that seeks to restore the humanity of black people 
lost and stolen through systemic global racialization.”



2019 - Rinaldo Walcott published The End of Diversity

- “Make no mistake about it, current logics of antiracism, 
equity, and even social justice have as their other the 
Black subject. We never collectively benefit from their 
institutional performativity. The benefit is reserved for 
those closest to whiteness — white not only as 
phenotype but as an instituted antiblackness and thus 
white supremacist logics (Walcott 2019:402)”



2019 - Rinaldo Walcott published The End of Diversity

- “Those [EDI] movements have been incorporated into 
the existing logics and structures of late modernist 
capitalism, reaping benefits for only a few but 
producing the assumptive logic that such benefits, 
recognition, rights, and so on are extendable to all.” 
(Walcott 2019:401)



Our activities



Our starting point A foundational bibliography:
“Africana Canadiana: A Select Bibliography of 
Literature by African-Canadian Authors, 1785–
2001, in English, French, and Translation” in

George Elliott Clarke



The role of Zotero
- OCR’d + clean up text of Odyssey’s home

- Ran text through anystyle.io to convert 
references into structured .RIS file that 
could be imported into Zotero

- Once in Zotero we conducted a holdings 
analysis

- Stats
- 2113 entries
- 900 owned by UTL in print
- 132 owned electronically
- 7 owned in microprint



Scholars Portal hosting
Identified publishers that 
appeared frequently in the 
bibliography but did not have 
commercially available ebooks

Digitized from print copies or 
purchased PDFs. Improved 
file accessibility, created 
metadata, and sent to 
Scholars Portal for upload

Other interested institutions 
in Canada can license this 
material from the publishers 
and receive access via 
Scholars Portal



Open Access
Where publishers were 
willing, licensed the 
materials to be 
distributed under a CC-
BY-NC 4.0 via Scholars 
Portal

UofT paid an elevated 
price per title to make 
materials immediately 
Open Access, and 
Scholars Portal 
facilitates this access



What does the collection 
include?



First agreement
Pont Casse Press



Largest agreement
Editions du CIDIHCA



Commercially 
available ebooks

Mawenzi House



Other new relationships
Spolrusie publishing



Expenditures to date



Questions?

Project Team: Chad Crichton, Benjamin Walsh, Jeff 
Newman, Eva Jurczyk, Nelly Cancilla, Lo Humeniuk, 
Khaleel Grant
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